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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Characterizing variations of gene expression genome-wide, understanding their relation to genome organization and explaining the underlying mechanisms are fundamental challenges in biology \[[@pone.0155740.ref001]\]. To achieve these goals, the description of the transcriptional landscape of genomes has been refined, revealing a complex architecture not only in eukaryotes \[[@pone.0155740.ref002], [@pone.0155740.ref003]\] but also in bacteria \[[@pone.0155740.ref004], [@pone.0155740.ref005]\]. Concomitantly, genome-wide analyses of co-transcription \[[@pone.0155740.ref006]--[@pone.0155740.ref010]\] have led to a system-level perspective of transcriptional regulation \[[@pone.0155740.ref009], [@pone.0155740.ref011]--[@pone.0155740.ref013]\].

From a mechanistic viewpoint, many regulatory processes are known to affect gene transcription \[[@pone.0155740.ref001]\], with the core architecture of regulatory networks generally associated with the regulation of operons by sigma factors (SFs) and transcription factors (TFs). Yet, as we review below, these three elements alone (operons, SFs and TFs) fail to account for the most prominent features of bacterial gene co-expression, both in the Gram-negative *Escherichia coli* and in the Gram-positive *Bacillus subtilis*. Additional regulatory elements, including small metabolites \[[@pone.0155740.ref014], [@pone.0155740.ref015]\], small RNAs \[[@pone.0155740.ref016], [@pone.0155740.ref017]\], transcriptional attenuators \[[@pone.0155740.ref018]\], global physiological effects \[[@pone.0155740.ref019], [@pone.0155740.ref020]\] and topological properties of chromosomes \[[@pone.0155740.ref021]--[@pone.0155740.ref023]\] are thus expected to play a role. Yet, the implications and specificities of these mechanisms are too poorly understood to yield an alternative, reliable decomposition of genomes.

Interestingly, several previous studies suggest that transcription is primarily coordinated above the scale of operons in bacteria. For instance, in *B. subtilis*, high-resolution micro-array data has revealed large supra-operonic transcriptional units, which are controlled by SFs and essential for the adaptative properties of the bacterium \[[@pone.0155740.ref009]\]. In *E. coli*, micro-array data obtained under a large panel of conditions \[[@pone.0155740.ref024]\] has also highlighted the presence of large supra-operonic domains of coordinated gene expression dedicated to specific transcriptional responses \[[@pone.0155740.ref010]\]. The systematic identification of such genomic units of transcriptional coordination in every bacterium and the investigation of the underlying regulatory mechanisms remain, however, problematic for at least three reasons. First, transcription is condition-dependent so that transcriptional units may differ from one condition to the other \[[@pone.0155740.ref009], [@pone.0155740.ref010], [@pone.0155740.ref013], [@pone.0155740.ref025]\]. Second, transcription is stochastic and, even under the same condition, different units may be transcribed; in particular, transcriptional termination is rarely as sharp as transcriptional initiation. Finally, transcription is not necessarily functional and not all transcriptional units are equally relevant. Assessing functional significance is in fact challenging as this notion ultimately refers to a measure of "fitness", which is hardly accessible given our limited knowledge of the environmental conditions under which this fitness should be evaluated.

An indirect approach to identify functionally relevant transcriptional units utilises evolutionary conservation across species as a proxy for fitness. This approach relies on the principle that features shared among a large number of distinct species must be under strong selective pressures and, therefore, are functionally significant \[[@pone.0155740.ref026]\]. Past studies have exploited this principle to parse out the commonalities and differences of gene regulation in different species, mostly among eukaryotes \[[@pone.0155740.ref027]--[@pone.0155740.ref029]\]. The limited number of species for which extensive gene expression data is available has, however, precluded a precise comparison of co-expression units \[[@pone.0155740.ref030]\]. Here, we circumvent this difficulty by studying the evolutionary conservation of the clustering of genes along chromosomes. In bacteria, just as in eukaryotes \[[@pone.0155740.ref030]--[@pone.0155740.ref036]\], "synteny", the conservation of chromosomal proximity between genes \[[@pone.0155740.ref037]--[@pone.0155740.ref039]\], has indeed been shown to be tightly related to co-expression properties \[[@pone.0155740.ref040], [@pone.0155740.ref041]\] and to be useful to the inference of functional associations \[[@pone.0155740.ref042]--[@pone.0155740.ref044]\].

From a comprehensive analysis of synteny across a thousand annotated bacterial genomes, we thus identify "synteny segments" in every annotated genome. To this end, we define synteny segments of a particular genome as groups of consecutive genes that are co-localized both in the genome and in a significant number of other, phylogenetically distant genomes. By studying the organization of these clusters in the thousand genomes and by examining their structural and regulatory properties in two of the best characterized bacteria, *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*, we demonstrate that these synteny segments reflect supra-operonic genomic units that lie at the core of the coordination of transcription. To explain our results, we propose that "facilitated co-transcription", the transcription of a gene (or operon) induced by the transcription of the gene (or operon) located immediately upstream, sharing or not the same orientation, is at the evolutionary origin of transcriptional regulation and still constitutes today its main basis. We find evidence for this scenario in RNA-seq data in *E. coli* and high-resolution micro-array data in *B. subtilis*. Finally, we show that our hypothesis both disposes of controversies over the evolutionary origins of gene clusters in bacterial chromosomes and allows to better apprehend the striking evolutionary properties of regulatory networks. We also discuss the relevance of this scenario beyond the bacterial kingdom.

Results {#sec002}
=======

Previous analyses have revealed similarities in the patterns of gene co-expression between *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* \[[@pone.0155740.ref045]\] despite their substantial evolutionary divergence (*E. coli* is a Gram-negative proteobacteria, *B. subtilis* is a Gram-positive firmicute). In this context, we first quantify the extent to which known regulatory mechanisms can explain gene co-expression in these two organisms by analyzing publicly available micro-array datasets. For *E. coli*, we use a compendium of micro-array data collected by different laboratories and normalized uniformly using a quantile normalization procedure \[[@pone.0155740.ref008]\]; this dataset covers 4320 genes (NC_000913 genome in NCBI reference) in 466 different conditions. For *B. subtilis*, we use the 22-base high-resolution micro-array dataset produced by the BaSysBio consortium, which covers 4162 genes (NC_000964 genome) in 104 different conditions \[[@pone.0155740.ref009]\]; for consistency, we first normalized this dataset using the same quantile normalization procedure as the *E. coli* dataset, even though this has no incidence on the results. For each dataset, we quantify the level of co-expression between two genes by the Pearson correlation coefficient of their transcriptomic profile ([Materials and methods](#sec012){ref-type="sec"}) and display the results in the form of a heat-map (panels B and F of [Fig 1](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"}). To assess the role of operons and of TF and SF binding sites, we rely on public databases. For *E. coli*, we use the RegulonDB database \[[@pone.0155740.ref046]\] (last update: 02/05/2015). For *B. subtilis*, we respectively identify operons, TFs and SFs binding sites using the biocyc database (biocyc.org), the DBTBS database \[[@pone.0155740.ref047]\] (last update: 02/05/2015) and the comprehensive database provided by the BaSysBio consortium \[[@pone.0155740.ref009]\]. For the latter, we consider that an operon is directly regulated by a SF if its promoter region (up to 500 bases) contain at least one binding site of this SF (Table S2 in SOM of \[[@pone.0155740.ref009]\]).

![Spatial patterns of gene co-expression in *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*.\
**A.** For *E. coli*, we use micro-array data reporting the expression levels of 4320 genes in 466 conditions. This data is represented as a matrix with genes along rows (following their order along the chromosome) and conditions along columns: high expression appears in red and low expression in green (the data is normalized so that the mean expression of a gene across conditions is zero). **B.** The co-expression between every pair *ij* of genes is computed from their profiles of expression in the micro-array data and represented as a square matrix *C*~*ij*~ with the first gene *i* along the rows and the second *j* along the columns. The expression of two genes is positively correlated (in red) if they tend to be expressed in the same conditions and anti-correlated (in blue) if they tend to be expressed in different conditions. **C.** Zoom in the co-expression of 400 genes, showing in red small clusters of correlated genes on the scale of 10 kb (∼ 10 genes). **D.** "Zoom out" obtained by averaging the matrix on a scale of 10 kb (Gaussian filtering with a standard deviation of 10 genes), showing in red two large clusters of size ∼ 1 Mb, whose respective expressions are anti-correlated. **E.** These different features are recapitulated in the mean co-expression function Γ(*d*), defined as the average co-expression over pairs of genes at the same distance *d* along the chromosome. Γ(*d*) is computed for all pairs of genes (gray squares), for pairs of genes in distinct operons, irrespectively of their regulation by a common TF or SF (blue points), and for pairs of genes in distinct operons that are both not known to be regulated by any TF and not known to be regulated by a common SF (red triangles). **F.** Corresponding co-expression matrix for *B. subtilis*, with the presence of a highly correlated (red) cluster at the center due to the prophage SP*β* genes. **G.** For distances below ∼ 20 kb, the mean co-expression function Γ(*d*) for *B. subtilis* is similar to that in *E. coli*, with in particular a poor impact of the direct action of TFs/SFs on the enhanced co-expression observed at short distances (Γ(*d*) is computed without including the prophage SP*β* genes, which have a singular behavior).](pone.0155740.g001){#pone.0155740.g001}

Gene co-expression is enhanced beyond the scale of operons without the involvement of TFs or SFs {#sec003}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In *E. coli*, our analysis reveals a hierarchical genomic organization of transcriptional co-expression in agreement with previous works ([Fig 1A--1E](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pone.0155740.ref045], [@pone.0155740.ref048]\]. At the bottom of this hierarchical organization, for genomic scales up to 10 kilo-bases (kb, the scale of a single gene), small clusters of positively correlated genes can be distinguished ([Fig 1C](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"}). At the top of the hierarchy, we observe a global pattern of anti-correlation between two large clusters that have a genomic extension of the order of 1 Mb (1/4 of the genome length; [Fig 1D](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"}). These features are recapitulated in the shape of the co-expression function Γ(*d*), defined here as the mean co-expression *C*~*ij*~ between pairs of genes separated by a given genomic distance *d*. As shown in [Fig 1E](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"} (grey squares), Γ(*d*) presents a first decrease up to *d* ∼ 10 kb, which reflects the presence of the small correlated clusters. It is followed by a long plateau ending around *d* ∼ 1 Mb, which reflects the presence of the two globally anti-correlated clusters ([S1 Fig](#pone.0155740.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Remarkably, considering only pairs of genes in different operons in the computation of Γ(*d*) does reduce the degree of co-expression at very short scale but does not suppress its enhancement up to 10 kb ([Fig 1E](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"}, blue dots).

As discussed in detail in \[[@pone.0155740.ref049]\], the global pattern of anti-correlation matches the genomic distribution of the main SF of *E. coli*, *σ*^70^, and correlates with the locations of the origin and terminus of replication ([S1E Fig](#pone.0155740.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Yet, retaining only the operons known to be transcribed with *σ*^70^, and with *σ*^70^ only, does not suppress the anti-correlations ([S2A Fig](#pone.0155740.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A similar conclusion is reached when considering Fis, a NAP whose activity is also associated with different phases of cell growth \[[@pone.0155740.ref023]\] ([S1E Fig](#pone.0155740.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). More strikingly, considering only pairs of genes that are reported to be regulated by different SFs and not known to be regulated by any TF leaves intact the two patterns of short and long scale correlations ([Fig 1E](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"}, red triangles). In fact, the majority of correlated pairs of genes does not appear to share a common TF or a common SF ([S2B and S2C Fig](#pone.0155740.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

As previously reported \[[@pone.0155740.ref045]\], at small scales *B. subtilis* has a similar pattern of co-expression ([Fig 1F](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"}) with small clusters of positively correlated genes displaying enhanced co-expression at distances below *d* ∼ 10 kb (grey squares in [Fig 1G](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"}). At larger scales, some major differences are apparent, including the presence of a large ∼ 200 kb cluster of strongly co-expressed genes corresponding to the expression of the subunits of a non-ribosomal peptide synthase, the PksX megacomplex. The two large anti-correlated domains found in *E. coli* are also absent, corroborating the specificity of this large-scale pattern to *γ*-proteobacteria \[[@pone.0155740.ref049]\]. More importantly, just as in *E. coli*, the excess of co-expression at distances below *d* ∼ 10 kb can neither be explained by the decomposition into operons (blue points in [Fig 1G](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"}), nor by the direct action of TFs or SFs (red triangles).

Beyond operons: synteny segments as units of co-expression fitting in the hierarchy of chromosomal structures {#sec004}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Interestingly, synteny, the conservation of gene proximity across species, can be used as a proxy of co-expression as the two properties are well known to correlate \[[@pone.0155740.ref038]\]. In particular, for both *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*, the more co-expressed two proximal genes are, the more likely they are to remain proximal in other distant bacterial species, independently of whether the genes belong to a same operon ([S3 Fig](#pone.0155740.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Following this observation, we analyzed more than 1000 complete bacterial genomes publicly available in order to identify their synteny clusters.

We thus define the "synteny segments" of every annotated bacterial genome as the sets of genes that are both consecutive along the chromosome and proximal in a significant number of other, phylogenetically distant bacterial chromosomes ([Fig 2](#pone.0155740.g002){ref-type="fig"}). To build the segments, we map the genes of all genomes to one of the 4764 orthology classes defined by the Cluster of Orthologous Genes (COG) annotation \[[@pone.0155740.ref050]\]. We then identify the pairs of COGs that tend to remain proximal by counting the number of genomes in which two COGs are below a certain distance, itself self-consistently defined ([Materials and methods](#sec012){ref-type="sec"}) and by comparing this number to what is expected from a null model where the positions of the genes are randomly drawn according to a uniform law. To this end, we explicitly consider the effect of multiple copies of COGs and mitigate the biases coming from the uneven phylogenetic distribution of available genomes (e.g. the presence of 62 different strains of *E. coli*) by down-weighting the contributions of genomes from over-represented clades. Specifically, we follow a procedure that proved its value in other contexts \[[@pone.0155740.ref051]\] and weight every genome in inverse proportion to the number of genomes within a certain phylogenetic distance *δ* (left column of [Fig 2](#pone.0155740.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Fixing the false discovery rate to 0.005, we finally obtain, among the ∼ 10^7^ possible pairs of COGs, ∼ 36000 pairs with a significantly conserved proximity. From these pairs of genes in synteny, we define a synteny segment in a specific genome as a maximal genomic domain inside which every pair of genes is in synteny.

![Definition of synteny segments from hundreds of genomes.\
Left: Synteny refers to a conservation of gene proximity along the chromosome of different species. Our analysis is based on \> 1000 complete annotated genomes of bacteria. Its principle is to compute for each pair of genes the fraction of genomes in which they are proximal: if this fraction is large, the pair is considered in synteny. In practice, the calculation needs to be corrected for phylogenetic relationships between genomes since finding two genes proximal in several closely related genomes is not as meaningful as finding them in distantly related genomes (the phylogenetic depth separating close genomes from distant genomes is schematically indicated by the vertical blue line). Middle: The result is a list of pairs of genes with a p-value indicating the significance of the conservation of their proximity. We say that the pair is in synteny if the p-value is small enough, with a cut-off accounting for multiple hypothesis testing ([Materials and methods](#sec012){ref-type="sec"}). Right: In each genome, we define as synteny segment a maximal cluster of consecutive genes where every pair of genes in the cluster is in synteny. A few examples of synteny segments, delineated by red lines, are shown in *B. subtilis* and *E. coli* with white boxes representing individual genes and arrows above them indicating operons. Boxes in color indicate known orthologous genes.](pone.0155740.g002){#pone.0155740.g002}

Taking a small false discovery rate and imposing every pair of genes in segment to be in synteny are very stringent statistical criteria to ensure that the segments that we define do reflect significant features. As a down side of taking very conservative statistical criteria, our approach is thus expected to miss not only many relevant genes in the clusters but also potentially relevant clusters entirely. This choice of minimizing type I errors (minimizing false positives) at the expense of type II errors (many false negatives) reflects our objective, which is to understand the nature of the fundamental regulatory units of bacterial genomes and not to systematically reannotate these genomes.

As a result, we find synteny segments of phylogenetically distant species that may contain similar genes but that differ in their composition (see [Fig 2](#pone.0155740.g002){ref-type="fig"} for a few examples in *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*). We also observe that segments are distributed nearly uniformly along the chromosomes ([S4 Fig](#pone.0155740.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) with a size distribution that follows, both in *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*, the size distribution of their polycistronic operons ([S5 Fig](#pone.0155740.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Altogether, this suggests that synteny segments represent different outcomes of a common stochastic evolutionary process \[[@pone.0155740.ref052]\].

More specifically, we obtain 740 synteny segments in *E. coli* and 661 in *B. subtilis* respectively ([S1](#pone.0155740.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#pone.0155740.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Files). These segments fit remarkably well within the known hierarchical architecture of bacterial chromosomes. At the lowest level, operons are rarely found to overlap only partially with a segment, meaning that segments contain operons ([Fig 3A](#pone.0155740.g003){ref-type="fig"}; see also [Fig 2](#pone.0155740.g002){ref-type="fig"} for a few explicit examples). At a higher level, an analysis of the genome-wide binding profiles of various proteins onto the *E. coli* chromosome \[[@pone.0155740.ref053], [@pone.0155740.ref054]\] reveals a high preference for the nucleoid associated proteins (NAPs) Fis and H-NS to bind at the borders of synteny segments. Specifically, 359 out of 444 H-NS binding regions, and 866 out of 1246 Fis binding regions, are found within 3 kb of the border of a segment (p-values 7.10^−5^ and 5.10^−6^). In addition, we observe a strong enrichment of H-NS immediately outside synteny segments and a depletion inside them (red profile in [Fig 3B](#pone.0155740.g003){ref-type="fig"}); the resulting staircase-like binding profile notably differs from the binding profile around promoters of operons not located at a border (black profile). The same profile is obtained for the transcriptionally silenced extended protein occupancy domains (tsEPODs, of extension \> 2 kb) identified in \[[@pone.0155740.ref053]\], in agreement with the fact that most of tsEPODs overlap with H-NS binding regions ([S6 Fig](#pone.0155740.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Fis also displays a tendency to bind immediately outside of the segments with a binding profile which, however, does not differ significantly from that of operons ([Fig 3C](#pone.0155740.g003){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the highly expressed extended protein occupancy domains (heEPODs, of extension \> 2 kb, enriched in RNA polymerases) also identified in \[[@pone.0155740.ref053]\] are not enriched at the border of segments; instead, they tend to be located within the segments: 102 out of the 121 heEPODs overlap with the segments (p-value 4.10^−9^).

![Relation of synteny segments to operons and to NAP binding sites.\
**A.** Operons are contained within synteny segments: few operons are only partially included inside a segment (red arrow), as compared to situations in which the synteny segments are all translated by a finite number of genes. A translation by *n* genes is defined as follows: we first label all the genes as *g*~0~, *g*~1~, *g*~2~..., following their order along the chromosome; a translation by *n* genes of a segment *g*~*k*~, *g*~*k*+1~, *g*~*k*+2~ is then *g*~*k*+*n*~, *g*~*k*+*n*+1~, *g*~*k*+*n*+2~, where the additions *k* + *n*, *k* + *n* + 1, *k* + *n* + 2 are understood modulo the total number of genes. The black histograms report a statistics over all possible translations. The distances between the red arrows and the histograms are here indicative of high significances (low p-values). **B.** In *E. coli*, the NAP H-NS shows a staircase-like binding profile at the border of synteny segments (red line) that is markably different from the binding profile around the promoters of operons not located at a border (black line, whose shape is mainly due to the TSSs). **C.** In contrast, the binding profile of the NAP Fis at the border of segments is not significantly different from that at the borders of operons. In B and C, data is from \[[@pone.0155740.ref054]\] and the profiles are computed with respect to the boundaries of the segments/operons as indicated by the small drawings at the bottom.](pone.0155740.g003){#pone.0155740.g003}

TFs/SFs are not necessary for intra-segment co-expression but can couple the expression of distant segments {#sec005}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As respectively shown in [Fig 4A and 4D](#pone.0155740.g004){ref-type="fig"} for *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*, where the co-expression function Γ(*d*) of [Fig 1E and 1G](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"} is compared for pairs of genes belonging to a same segment or for other pairs, co-expression occurs at high levels within synteny segments, and at low levels outside. Enhancement of co-expression within synteny segments hold equally for other phylogenetically distant bacterial species for which genome-wide transcriptional data is available in a large number of conditions ([S7 Fig](#pone.0155740.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), corroborating the significance of synteny segments for co-expression properties in bacteria. Most notably, excluding pairs within a same operon (and segments \< 10 kb, which contribute only at short distances; [S8 Fig](#pone.0155740.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) reveals that the strong co-expression inside segments is not due to operons only, but occurs between different operons, independent of their genomic distance ([Fig 4B and 4E](#pone.0155740.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [S7 Fig](#pone.0155740.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In agreement with our analysis in [Fig 1](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"}, we also find that this strong co-expression does not seem to be due to a co-regulation by TFs or SFs (red triangles in [Fig 4B and 4E](#pone.0155740.g004){ref-type="fig"}), although the presence of common TFs does enhance co-expression to levels close to the maximal possible value of 1 (cyan points).

![Co-expression within synteny segments in *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*.\
**A.** As in [Fig 1E](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"}, the mean co-expression Γ(*d*) represents an average co-expression for pairs of genes at a given distance *d* along the chromosome of *E. coli*, but here it is computed for two distinct subsets of pairs, those belonging to a same segment (red triangles), and all others (gray squares). This shows that pairs of genes in a same synteny segment are significantly more co-expressed than pairs outside the segments. **B.** To discard the contribution from operons, we verify that the same results hold for pairs of genes in different operons and in segments larger than 10 kb (gray squares). The results also hold when further restricting to pairs of operons that do not share the same SF and are not regulated by any TF (red triangles), which indicates that co-regulation by TFs and SFs is not necessary to the co-expression of distinct operons inside a same segment. Considering pairs of genes regulated by the same TFs and SFs (cyan points), we observe, however, that these factors can raise the co-expression to its maximal value of 1. High levels of co-expression inside segments are observed irrespectively of the relative orientation of the operons ([S8 Fig](#pone.0155740.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The results also hold for small segments \< 10 kb, although the average co-expression level is lower ([S8 Fig](#pone.0155740.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). **C.** Distribution of the co-expression *C*~*ij*~ between pairs of genes that are not directly regulated by a TF and that belong to different synteny segments---only the genes regulated by the SF *σ*^70^ are considered. Gray distribution: pairs in segments without seg-TFs. Cyan distribution: pairs in segments with different sets of TFs. Red distribution: pairs in segments with exactly the same seg-TFs. The peak of the red distribution at high values of co-expression provides evidence for seg-TF regulation in *E. coli*. **D, E, F.** Essentially the same results are obtained in *B. subtilis* with one major difference: seg-regulation occurs through SFs (panel F), not TFs, in agreement with the general observation that the effect of SFs dominates over that of TFs in *B. subtilis* \[[@pone.0155740.ref009]\].](pone.0155740.g004){#pone.0155740.g004}

Next, we find that operons that are not known to be directly regulated by a TF can be strongly co-expressed not only when they belong to the same segment but also when they belong to distant segments that share the same TF or SF signature. To demonstrate this novel layer of regulation, which we shall call "seg-regulation", we define the "seg-TFs" (respectively, "seg-SFs") of a segment as the set of TFs (respectively, SFs) that directly regulate at least one operon in the segment. In *E. coli*, [Fig 4C](#pone.0155740.g004){ref-type="fig"} shows that pairs of genes regulated by the SF *σ*^70^ but in different segments and with no TF of their own are significantly more co-expressed when they have exactly the same seg-TFs (red distribution) than when they have different seg-TFs (cyan distribution). Pairs of such genes are in fact also significantly more co-expressed when they both have a seg-TF, irrespectively of its identity, than when they both have no seg-TF, consistent with an indirect contribution from the regulation of TFs by other TFs \[[@pone.0155740.ref055]\]. No similar seg-TF regulation is observed in *B. subtilis*. Instead, the expression of distant segments in this bacterium appears to be coupled by SFs ([Fig 4F](#pone.0155740.g004){ref-type="fig"}). We find indeed that pairs of genes in different segments and with no SF of their own are significantly more co-expressed when they have exactly the same seg-SFs (red distribution) than when they have different seg-SFs (cyan distribution). This result corroborates the earlier report that most gene expression variation in *B. subtilis* is explained by changes in expression of the SFs \[[@pone.0155740.ref009]\].

The functional significance of seg-regulation is comforted by observing that the number of TF-regulated operons in both *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* segments is independent of the size of the segments, with on average one operon that is regulated ([S9 Fig](#pone.0155740.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This indeed suggests that no additional TF binding site is needed if a binding site is already present in the segment, which is therefore sufficient to regulate all operons of the segment---the same tendency is observed in *B. subtilis* for the SFs, with only a subpart of the segment that is directly regulated by a SF ([S9 Fig](#pone.0155740.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Finally, let us mention a striking evolutionary link between short and long-range co-expression: pairs of genes that are distant in a genome, but in synteny in other genomes, are on average more co-expressed than those not in synteny. This phenomenon appears to be specific, in the sense that it does not apply to adjacent genes ([S10 Fig](#pone.0155740.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It suggests, as previously proposed in fungi \[[@pone.0155740.ref056]\], that operons that were previously proximal but later set apart evolve, or have evolved, similar cis-regulation.

Operons within synteny segments are specifically organized and subject to transcriptional read-through {#sec006}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To identify the mechanisms behind the strong co-expression of operons in a same synteny segment, we compare the relative orientations of operons inside and outside the segments. Inside the synteny segments made of two operons of *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*, for which operon maps have been curated for many years ([Materials and methods](#sec012){ref-type="sec"}), we first observe that convergent orientations are strongly under-represented. More specifically, in *B. subtilis* operons are mostly co-directional (in ∼ 80% of the cases), while a significant fraction of them (38% instead of the expected 25%) are divergent in *E. coli* ([Fig 5A](#pone.0155740.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, inside synteny segments made of three operons, patterns of co-directionality are strongly over-represented, especially in *B. subtilis*. In *E. coli*, we also find an over-representation of patterns with divergent operons.

![Relative orientations of operons inside synteny segments.\
**A.** Statistics in *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* over all synteny segments made of 2 and 3 operons exactly, showing that some organizations are over-represented (in red, with *z* \> 1.65, i.e., p-value \< 0.05) or under-represented (in blue, *z* \< −1.65). Percentages on the first and second line correspond, respectively, to statistics within the segments and overall, for the total of 2647 operons in *E. coli* and 3450 operons in *B. subtilis*. **B.** The over-representation of co-directional genes or divergent operons inside the segments applies to every bacterial genome. This is demonstrated by computing, in each genome, indexes that reflect the statistics of gene orientations; the histograms indicate the distribution of these indexes over all genomes. For co-directionality, we define an index (CoDI) as the difference, between genes inside and outside segments, of the ratio of co-directional over divergent or convergent orientations, and observe that this index is positive in all genomes (left histogram). For divergence, we compute the difference of the ratio of divergent over convergent orientations (divergence index DI), a ratio that must be equal to 1 over an entire circular chromosome, and observe that DI is positive in almost every genome (right histogram).](pone.0155740.g005){#pone.0155740.g005}

As expected from the evolutionary conservation of synteny segments, these features are not specific to *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*, but shared across all bacterial species. To demonstrate this universal behavior, we circumvent the difficulty of defining operons by comparing the relative number of co-directional, divergent and convergent adjacent genes along each genome ([Fig 5B](#pone.0155740.g005){ref-type="fig"}). We observe that the ratio of co-directional over divergent or convergent orientations is systematically larger for successive genes that lie inside the synteny segments. Similarly, the ratio of divergent over convergent gene orientations, which must be 1 over an entire circular chromosome, is larger inside than outside synteny segments for almost all bacterial genomes; the genomes that do not share this property consist, without exception, of \> 90% co-directional gene pairs.

Is this singular organization of genes and operons inside synteny segments related to transcriptional co-expression? In *E. coli*, using strand-specific RNA expression profiles obtained by RNA-seq \[[@pone.0155740.ref024]\], we observe, indeed, that co-directional operons in a same segment are likely to be transcribed as a single large transcriptional unit. Specifically, for consecutive co-directional operons in synteny segments, we observe a correlation between the transcription of the first cistron in the downstream operon and the transcription of the upstream, non-coding inter-operonic sequence on the same strand, indicating that the gene is transcribed as a consequence of the RNA polymerase further proceeding after the transcription of the upstream operon ([Fig 6A](#pone.0155740.g006){ref-type="fig"}). As a control, the same analysis with the inter-operonic sequence on the opposite strand (anti-sense transcription) does not show this effect. To avoid false negatives in the identification of operons, we limited this analysis to pairs of genes separated by more than 100 bp, which is the maximal inter-gene distance considered in most operon predictions \[[@pone.0155740.ref024]\]. In the case of divergent operons, a previous study showed that adjacent bidirectionally transcribed genes tend to be functionally associated, with in *E. coli* many cases where one gene encodes a regulator that both controls the divergently transcribed operon and its own synthesis \[[@pone.0155740.ref043]\].

![Evidence for the occurrence and evolutionary conservation of facilitated co-transcription.\
**A.** Evidence from RNA-seq data that transcriptional read-through is wide-spread inside the synteny segments of *E. coli*. For pairs of consecutive co-directional operons, we measure the correlation between the transcription of the first gene *g* in the downstream operon and the sense or antisense transcription of the upstream inter-operonic sequence *I* (small drawing on top). The graph shows that the sense transcription of *I* (circles) correlates strongly with the transcription of *g*, much more than anti-sense transcription (crosses), and that this correlation is stronger for operons inside a same segment (in red), except at very high transcription levels (\> 8), in which case we observe a high correlation in any case. The analysis is here restricted to inter-operonic regions longer than 100 bp to exclude possibly mis-annotated operons \[[@pone.0155740.ref024]\]. **B.** Evidence from high-resolution micro-array data that transcriptional read-through is wide-spread inside the synteny segments of *B. subtilis*. The fraction of adjacent genes that belong to a same transcriptional unit (TU) as identified experimentally in *B. subtilis* \[[@pone.0155740.ref009]\] is indeed significantly higher for genes in synteny segments (red bars) than for other genes (gray bars). This is consistent with a broad overlap between the TUs and synteny segments. The two bars on the left are based on all pairs of genes in different operons and those on the right on pairs of co-directional genes in different operons. **C.** Analysis of regulatory mechanisms involved in pairs of genes with high co-expression levels in both *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* (conserved co-expression). The fraction of pairs sharing the same regulatory properties in both bacteria is represented as a function of the minimum of the co-expression levels between *B. subtilis* and *E. coli* (x-axis). We analyze three different properties: proximity (distance *d* \< 20 kb), shared direct regulation by TFs or SFs, and shared seg-regulation by seg-TFs or seg-SFs (without imposing the TFs in *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* to be orthologous). We observe that the conservation of high co-expression (\> 0.75) mostly results from the conservation of gene proximity (gray squares) and not from the conservation of a direct co-regulation by TFs or SFs (cyan triangles). Below 0.75, the contribution of proximity vanishes. Instead, we observe a strong relationship between the level of conserved co-expression and the tendency for being seg-regulated by the housekeeping SF (red points). The dashed red curve indicates the fraction of pairs that are explained either by proximity or by this seg-regulation, which covers the majority of pairs for co-expression levels above ∼ 0.6.](pone.0155740.g006){#pone.0155740.g006}

In *B. subtilis*, a comparison of our synteny segments to the transcriptional units (TUs) identified by the BaSysBio consortium, which also often extend beyond known operons \[[@pone.0155740.ref009]\], leads to the same conclusion. [Fig 6B](#pone.0155740.g006){ref-type="fig"} indeed shows that successive operons are significantly more likely to belong to a same TU if they belong to the same segment. This result is not explained by an enrichment in co-directional operons in both sets since it is also observed when restricting to pairs of co-directional operons (as in *E. coli*, our analysis is limited to pairs of genes separated by more than 100 bp). Two types of TUs were in fact defined in \[[@pone.0155740.ref009]\]: "short TUs", which are minimal TUs found in most conditions, and "long TUs", which are maximal TUs found in at least one condition. Here, we find a more significant overlap with the long TUs ([S11 Fig](#pone.0155740.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), in agreement with the fact that small TUs correspond more often to single operons and therefore are not accounted for in our analysis of successive operons.

Altogether, these results indicate that transcriptional read-through, the ability of RNA polymerases to override termination signals \[[@pone.0155740.ref018]\] and, hence, to transcribe multiple consecutive co-directional operons into the same mRNA, is ubiquitous in synteny segments and more limited outside segments. This phenomenon thus provides a simple mechanism for seg-regulation by TFs and SFs: if an operon without any binding site near its promoter is preceded by a co-directional operon with such a site, it can be regulated by the TF or SF. There is in fact a general association between TFs and the orientations of regulated operons in *E. coli* \[[@pone.0155740.ref057]\]: among operons of *E. coli* preceded by a co-directional operon, only 307 are regulated by a TF while 992 are not, a difference that is highly significant (*P* ≃ 10^−7^, binomial test). The situation is similar in *B. subtilis* for the SFs: among operons preceded by a co-directional operon, only 1090 out of 2234 are regulated by a SF (*P* ≃ 10^−160^), which is in agreement with the crucial role of SFs in the co-expression patterns of this bacterium \[[@pone.0155740.ref009]\] (see above). Given that operons in segments are preferentially orientated co-directionally or divergently ([Fig 5](#pone.0155740.g005){ref-type="fig"}), altogether this suggests that synteny segments represent supra-operonic co-expression units that are controlled only by a subset of "entry points" for RNA polymerases.

Conservation of co-expression is explained by proximity, not by the action of TFs or SFs {#sec007}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In contrast to relations of proximity, TFs are known to be poorly conserved \[[@pone.0155740.ref058]\], suggesting that pairs of genes that are co-regulated in a given species by a set of TFs may not be regulated by the same TFs, or by any TF, in a different species. The situation is somehow intermediate in the case of SFs with, on the one hand, the presence of highly conserved housekeeping SFs (*σ*^70^ in *E. coli* and SigA in *B. subtilis*) and, on the other hand, a rich diversity of stress-related SFs \[[@pone.0155740.ref059]\]. These considerations raise the question of the mechanisms behind the conservation of transcriptional co-expression in bacteria.

To address this problem, we consider pairs of genes that are highly co-expressed both in *E. coli* and in *B. subtilis*. We examine whether in both species these pairs of genes (i) are proximal, (ii) are directly regulated by a common TF or a SF, or (iii) share a common seg-TF or seg-SF (shared seg-regulation). To this end, we measure the fraction of pairs having one of these properties alone and report this fraction as a function of the minimum of their co-expression level in *E. coli* and in *B. subtilis* (x-axis in [Fig 6C](#pone.0155740.g006){ref-type="fig"})---a large minimum co-expression indicates that co-expression is high in the two bacteria.

Our analysis reveals that strongly co-expressed pairs of genes in the two strains (*C*~*ij*~ \> 0.75) are mostly proximal in the two genomes, independent of whether the genes are co-regulated by a common TF or SF (gray squares in [Fig 6C](#pone.0155740.g006){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, these pairs are not enriched in non-proximal genes regulated by a common SF or by a common TF, even without requiring the TFs to be orthologous between *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* (cyan triangles in [Fig 6C](#pone.0155740.g006){ref-type="fig"}). More strikingly, for lower, yet significantly conserved co-expression levels (e.g. *C*~*ij*~ ∼ 0.5), we do not observe any contribution from these two mechanisms (proximity and direct co-regulation), but a strong relation to the tendency for being seg-regulated by housekeeping SFs (red points; see [S12 Fig](#pone.0155740.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for further details). In particular, we observe that the majority of pairs of genes with conserved co-expression levels above ∼ 0.6 are either proximal or seg-regulated by these housekeeping SFs (red dashed curve).

Discussion {#sec008}
==========

Following the principle that evolutionary conservation across distant species reflects functionally important biological processes, we identified from a comparison of \> 1000 bacterial genomes supra-operonic genomic units of co-expression that we call "synteny segments". These synteny segments are consistent with previously proposed concepts of uber-operons \[[@pone.0155740.ref038]\], superoperons \[[@pone.0155740.ref040]\], persistent genes \[[@pone.0155740.ref041]\], clusters of pathway-related operons \[[@pone.0155740.ref060]\] and cluster of statistically correlated genes \[[@pone.0155740.ref061]\]. Structurally, they contain the operons ([Fig 3A](#pone.0155740.g003){ref-type="fig"}) and, in *E. coli*, the nucleoid-associated protein H-NS binds at their border ([Fig 3B](#pone.0155740.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The operons within segments are most often oriented co-directionally or divergently ([Fig 5](#pone.0155740.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Functionally, distinct operons within a same segment are strongly co-expressed, irrespectively of the presence of common transcription factors (TFs) or sigma factors (SFs).

Facilitated co-transcription as a basic mode of regulation {#sec009}
----------------------------------------------------------

Given the particular orientations of operons inside segments and the peripheral roles that TFs and SFs play in the coordination of their transcription, a parsimonious hypothesis, which we call "facilitated co-transcription", is sufficient to summarize our findings: in absence of additional molecular factors or specific inter-gene sequence motifs, the transcription of a gene is facilitated by the transcription of the gene located immediately upstream. Under this hypothesis, the transcription of a gene facilitates the transcription of co-directional downstream genes and of divergent upstream genes.

Facilitated co-transcription may have different origins, depending on the relative orientation of the genes. For co-directional genes, a likely mechanism is transcriptional read-through, the overriding of termination signals by RNA polymerases \[[@pone.0155740.ref018]\], which is known to be a major source of transcripts in bacteria \[[@pone.0155740.ref062]\]. This conclusion is supported by our analyses of RNA-seq data in *E. coli* \[[@pone.0155740.ref024]\] and high-resolution micro-arrays in *B. subtilis* \[[@pone.0155740.ref009]\] ([Fig 6A and 6B](#pone.0155740.g006){ref-type="fig"}), where transcriptional read-through is found to be enhanced in synteny segments. Additional evidence for the frequent co-transcription of several successive operons is also found in a recent comprehensive analysis of transcriptional data in *M. pneumoniae* \[[@pone.0155740.ref025]\].

For divergent genes, the most likely physical mechanism is supercoiling \[[@pone.0155740.ref022], [@pone.0155740.ref023]\], which again does not require any factor beyond RNA polymerases and DNA: transcribing RNA polymerases generate torsional constraints that can affect the structural properties of nearby promoters \[[@pone.0155740.ref063], [@pone.0155740.ref064]\]. Bidirectional promoters are indeed known to be associated with pervasive antisense transcription \[[@pone.0155740.ref065], [@pone.0155740.ref066]\]. More generally, supercoiling is thought to affect the structuring of chromosomes over a broad range of length scales, from 10 kb to a few hundreds kb \[[@pone.0155740.ref067], [@pone.0155740.ref068]\] and is recognized as an important factor of genome-wide coordination of gene expression \[[@pone.0155740.ref021]--[@pone.0155740.ref023], [@pone.0155740.ref069]\]. In particular, the chromosome of *E. coli* has been shown to be organized into ∼ 10 kb-long independent domains of supercoiled DNA \[[@pone.0155740.ref067]\], the typical length scale of the co-expression clusters ([Fig 1](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The extended regions of DNA bound by H-NS have also been proposed to isolate these supercoiled domains from each other \[[@pone.0155740.ref053]\].

The co-transcription of several operons within a segment may thus not require any specific molecular machinery beyond RNA polymerases and DNA. Our hypothesis of facilitated co-transcription also implies the "seg-regulation" reported in [Fig 4C and 4F](#pone.0155740.g004){ref-type="fig"}: operons that are not co-regulated by TFs or SFs can nevertheless be co-expressed if their respective segments are coupled. More generally, the concept of seg-regulation provides a simple basis for understanding some of the long-range co-regulation that occurs between distant operons.

Facilitated co-transcription as an evolutionarily primitive mode of regulation {#sec010}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From an evolutionary standpoint, facilitated co-transcription may represent the most primitive form of gene regulation. In this scenario, gene clustering would have come first and TF- or SF-specific regulations would represent subsequent additions, tailored to the need of each specific lineage. In support for this view, we note that TFs and their network evolve quickly compared to other genetic networks \[[@pone.0155740.ref058], [@pone.0155740.ref070]--[@pone.0155740.ref072]\], while the clustering of genes may be highly conserved throughout evolution \[[@pone.0155740.ref038]\]. In *E. coli*, the rewiring of gene regulatory networks has been shown to have only a marginal impact both on the genome-wide transcription and on fitness of the bacterium \[[@pone.0155740.ref073]\], although the biophysics of transcriptional regulation is known to impose constraints on the organization of bacterial genomes \[[@pone.0155740.ref074], [@pone.0155740.ref075]\]. Along the same line, while transcription is known to be regulated at a global level by supercoiling \[[@pone.0155740.ref076]\], with a demonstrated influence on fitness \[[@pone.0155740.ref077], [@pone.0155740.ref078]\], deleting Fis, one of the NAPs with which H-NS controls supercoiling, has only marginal effects, depending on the conditions under which the bacterium grows \[[@pone.0155740.ref078]\]. NAPs may thus also only modulate the more fundamental patterns of co-expression imposed by the relationships of proximities between genes.

As evidence for the evolutionary prevalence of regulation by facilitated co-transcription, we showed that pairs of genes with conserved strong co-expression in distant species correspond typically to genes that remained proximal or that belong to segments that share housekeeping SFs, not to genes that are directly controlled by common TFs or common SFs ([Fig 6C](#pone.0155740.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Together with the observation that distant segments can be further coupled by specific TFs in *E. coli* ([Fig 4C](#pone.0155740.g004){ref-type="fig"}) or by alternative SFs in *B. subtilis*, i.e., SFs other than the housekeeping SFs ([Fig 4F](#pone.0155740.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [S13 Fig](#pone.0155740.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), this strongly suggests that the division of task between TFs and alternative SFs is evolutionarily more recent than the co-regulation of adjacent genes by facilitated co-transcription.

Our hypothesis that facilitated co-transcription of co-directional and divergent genes is at the evolutionary origin of gene clustering also disposes of the paradoxes usually associated with the evolution of operons. Although controversial \[[@pone.0155740.ref079]--[@pone.0155740.ref081]\], the selfish operon scenario has indeed challenged the commonly-held assumption that selection for co-regulation drove the evolution of operons \[[@pone.0155740.ref082]\]. In particular, it has questioned the selective advantage of evolutionary intermediates when forming a new operon by bringing together several genes and an operator. Under our hypothesis, the clustering of transcriptionally independent genes may enhance their co-expression, independent of the presence of operators. This may confer an adaptive benefit to a bacterium even before an operon is formed. Consistent with this scenario, gene clustering, just as gene gain \[[@pone.0155740.ref083]\], appears to be under positive selection \[[@pone.0155740.ref052]\]. Co-expression may, however, not be the main selective pressure behind the clustering of genes: as proposed for eukaryotic genomes, another selective pressure may come from the need to reduce fluctuations in gene expression \[[@pone.0155740.ref084]\].

Finally, data from *S. cerevisiae* suggests that facilitated co-transcription may be relevant beyond bacteria. Genes that are proximal in *S. cerevisiae* and whose orthologs are in synteny in bacteria show indeed a much stronger co-expression than those that are not in synteny in bacteria ([S14 Fig](#pone.0155740.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, whereas micro-array data associates virtually every gene of *S. cerevisiae* with at least one TF, ChIP-seq data suggests that only a small fraction of these associations stem from direct physical interactions \[[@pone.0155740.ref085]\], consistent with the presence of a form of seg-regulation. Higher than expected levels of co-expression between proximal genes have thus far been attributed to chromatin remodeling \[[@pone.0155740.ref035]\]. Facilitated co-transcription offers an alternative explanation, without, nevertheless, excluding other contributions. Beyond *S. cerevisiae*, clusters of co-expressed genes are a common feature of eukaryotic genomes \[[@pone.0155740.ref030]\]. As these genomes do not contain operons and have regulatory mechanisms significantly different from those of bacteria, the presence and conservation of gene clustering support the hypothesis of generic mechanisms behind the co-transcription of proximal genes. Transcriptional read-through and divergent promoters have, in fact, also been proposed to account for the conservation of gene cluster in mammals \[[@pone.0155740.ref034]\], and supercoiling, one mechanism that we propose for facilitated co-transcription, is also recognized as a crucial factor for the local properties of gene regulation in eukaryotes \[[@pone.0155740.ref086]\].

Conclusion {#sec011}
==========

Our identification by synteny of transcriptional units beyond the usual scale of operons does not call into question the existence of well-established operons as much as it challenges the very notion of "transcriptional unit": at different times, the same genes may indeed be co-transcribed either as short operons or as longer segments. The extent of co-transcription may depend on internal and external conditions and, given these conditions, be partly stochastic. Given their evolutionary conservation, we can conclude, however, that the larger units are as much, if not more, functionally meaningful than the smaller ones.

From an evolutionary standpoint, our hypothesis that facilitated co-transcription is both historically primitive and currently primary shifts the challenge from explaining how the expressions of adjacent genes became coupled to the challenge of explaining how they became partially uncoupled \[[@pone.0155740.ref087]\]. This perspective confers an important role to the regulation of termination. While this aspect of the problem is beyond the scope of the present work, we note that transcriptional termination is as regulated as initiation \[[@pone.0155740.ref018]\], can be strongly conserved \[[@pone.0155740.ref088]\], and is at the heart of the hierarchical properties of co-expression in TF-depleted bacteria \[[@pone.0155740.ref025]\].

Materials & Methods {#sec012}
===================

Micro-array data and transcriptional co-expression analyses {#sec013}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Our analysis of co-expression in *E. coli* is based on transcription profiles generated from the M^3D^ database, which concerns the expression of 4320 genes across 466 conditions normalized altogether using a quantile normalization procedure \[[@pone.0155740.ref008]\]. Our analysis in *B. subtilis* is based on the dataset produced by the BaSysBio consortium using 22 bases tiling resolution micro-arrays and concerns the expression of 4162 genes in 104 different conditions (for a total of 269 different experiments given the various replicates) \[[@pone.0155740.ref009]\]; for consistency with *E. coli*, we quantile normalized the data. For each dataset, given a gene *i* in condition *s*, we define its expression level, or activity *a*~*si*~, as the average of the values associated with the micro-array probes overlapping with the gene---a quantity already computed in the original data of *B. subtilis*. We quantify the co-expression of a pair *i*, *j* of genes by the Pearson correlation of their activities across all conditions: $C_{ij} = \sum_{s}{\overline{a}}_{si}{\overline{a}}_{sj}/\sqrt{\left( \sum_{s}{\overline{a}}_{si}^{2} \right)\left( \sum_{s}{\overline{a}}_{sj}^{2} \right)}$ where ${\overline{a}}_{is} = a_{is} - \sum_{s}a_{is}/N_{c}$ with *N*~*c*~ the number of conditions. Patterns of co-expression are visualized by representing the matrix *C*~*ij*~ with the genes ordered as along the chromosome ([Fig 1B](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"}); to visualize large-scale patterns in [Fig 1D](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"}, we apply a Gaussian filter with a standard deviation of 10 genes. Finally, we quantify the distance-dependence of the correlations by defining an autocorrelation function Γ(*d*) as the average value of *C*~*ij*~ over the pairs *ij* of genes at a given distance *d* ± Δ*d*, with Δ*d* = 0.5 kb. This autocorrelation can be computed using all pairs of genes, or only the pairs satisfying a given criterion, such as belonging to different operons, or comprising no gene annotated as regulated by a TF or/and by a common SF.

Construction of synteny segments {#sec014}
--------------------------------

### Genomes {#sec015}

The synteny segments are defined from a systematic comparison of the relative positions of orthologous genes across multiple genomes. We downloaded all the complete and COG-annotated bacterial genomes available in the NCBI databases as of March 2015 ([ftp.ncbi.nih.gov](ftp.ncbi.nih.gov)), representing a data-set of 1445 genomes. COGs are Clusters of Orthologous Genes \[[@pone.0155740.ref050]\], which we use to map the genes to orthology classes. COGs are defined on the principle that any group of at least three genes from distant genomes that are more similar in sequence to each other than to any other genes from the same genomes should belong to the same COG \[[@pone.0155740.ref050]\]. As a result, a genome may contain one, several or no gene associated with any given COG, and a gene may be associated with one or no COG. Our analysis is based on the most recent update of this approach \[[@pone.0155740.ref089]\], which includes 4764 different COGs.

A synteny segment in a given genome is defined as a set of consecutive genes that are also proximal in a significant number of other genomes. To identify these segments, we first define an inter-gene distance and then a criterion to assess whether two genes are proximal in a significant number of genomes. To take into account the phylogeny of the genomes when counting, we use weights that reduce the contribution of genomes with a large number of closely phylogenetically related genomes in the data-set. Finding two genes nearby in a large number of closely related genomes can thus be less significant than finding them nearby in a smaller number of more distantly related genomes.

### Inter-gene distances {#sec016}

We measure the distance between two genes in base pairs, from the mid-point of their nucleotide sequences. To account for the fact that genomes may comprise several chromosomes, which may be non-circular and of different lengths, we formally circularize linear chromosomes and normalize them to a common length of *L* = 500 kb, by setting all distances exceeding *L*/2 = 250 kb to 250 kb: if *d* is the actual distance in base pairs, we thus define a normalized distance *x* by *x* = min(1, 2*d*/*L*). The normalized distance between genes on distinct chromosomes is also set to *x* = 1. As *L* = 500 kb is by far larger than the typical extension of the synteny segments that we find, the exact value of this cut-off is not determining.

### Genome weights for counting statistics {#sec017}

The number *M*~*ij*~(*x*) of genomes in which genes *i* and *j* are at normalized distance *x*~*ij*~ ≤ *x* is computed as *M*~*ij*~(*x*) = ∑~*g*~ *ω*~*g*~1(*x*~*ij*~ ≤ *x*) (we consider genomes where at least one gene is present and we set *x*~*ij*~ = 1 if one of the two genes is missing), with genome weights defined by *ω*~*g*~ = 1/\|{*h*: *D*~*gh*~ \< *δ*}\|, where \|{*h*: *D*~*gh*~ \< *δ*}\| denotes the number of genomes *h* at phylogenetic distance at most *δ* from *g*. Here, we fix *δ* to *δ* = 0.25, which is large enough to treat as equivalent the different strains of a same species (larger values *δ* may reveal more conserved syntenic relations \[[@pone.0155740.ref052]\]). This weighting procedure defines an effective number of genomes as *M*′ = ∑~*g*~ *ω*~*g*~ with here *M*′ = 500---for the pair *ij*, we define the corresponding effective number of genomes, $M_{ij}^{\prime}$, by considering only the genomes where *i* and *j* are present ($M_{ij}^{\prime} \leq M^{\prime}$). We use a simple definition of evolutionary distance based on the sequence similarity of a few representative conserved genes (quantifying the phylogenetic distance between bacterial genomes is a notoriously difficult task, given that different genes in a same genome often have different histories \[[@pone.0155740.ref090]\]). Specifically, we selected the 10 genes associated with the COGs 126G, 173J, 202K, 2255L, 481M, 497L, 541U, 544O, 556L, 1158K. These genes were taken from a list of genes shown to reflect phylogenetic distances between bacterial strains \[[@pone.0155740.ref091]\], with the additional constraint that they comprise a single copy in most of the genomes of our dataset. We aligned the amino sequences of these genes with MAFFT \[[@pone.0155740.ref092]\] and defined the similarity between any two genes by their fraction of common amino acids in the resulting multiple sequence alignment, excluding positions with gaps in the two genes. The evolutionary similarity *S*~*gh*~ between two strains *g* and *h* was obtained by averaging these similarities over the representative genes, taking only into account those genes present in single copy in the two strains. We then defined an evolutionary distance between strains as *D*~*gh*~ = 1 − *S*~*gh*~. We checked that this procedure yields a robust estimation of evolutionary distance by repeating the analysis with subsets of only 5 of the 10 genes and verifying that it leads to equivalent results ([S14 Fig](#pone.0155740.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Significance of proximity {#sec018}

Assuming a uniform distribution of genes along a circular genome of length *L*, the probability of observing a distance less than *xL*/2 between 2 given genes is just *x*. In this null model, the number *M*~*ij*~(*x*) of genomes with normalized distance *x*~*ij*~ ≤ *x* thus follows a binomial law $\mathcal{B}\left( M_{ij}^{\prime},x \right)$, where $M_{ij}^{\prime}$ is the effective number of genomes. The probability *π*~*ij*~(*x*) of observing *M*~*ij*~(*x*) events is therefore $\pi_{ij}\left( x \right) = I_{x}\left( M_{ij}\left( x \right),M_{ij}^{\prime} - M_{ij}\left( x \right) + 1 \right)$, where *I*~*x*~(*m*, *n*) is the regularized incomplete beta function. The least likely and therefore most significant normalized distance ${\hat{x}}_{ij}$ between a given pair of genes *ij*, is the one minimizing *π*~*ij*~(*x*), which defines ${\hat{x}}_{ij}$ and an associated *p*-value ${\hat{\pi}}_{ij} = \pi_{ij}\left( {\hat{x}}_{ij} \right)$.

To treat pairs of COGs *ij* with multiple copies (genes), we fix a gene *g*~*i*~ in *i*, count the number *n* of genes in *j* at normalized distance less than *x* to *i*, and compute the probability of the event as *p*(*x*) = 1 − (1 − *x*)^*n*^. The analysis is then performed as for a single gene (*n* = 1) but with *π*~*g*~*i*~*j*~(*x*) now standing for *π*~*g*~*i*~*j*~(*p*(*x*)), thus defining ${\hat{\pi}}_{g_{i}j}$. We then define ${\hat{\pi}}_{i|j}$ as the most significant observation when considering successively each gene *g*~*i*~ in *i*, i.e., ${\hat{\pi}}_{i|j} = \min_{g_{i} \in i}\left\{ {\hat{\pi}}_{g_{i}j} \right\}$. As different numbers of genes in *i* and *j* may imply ${\hat{\pi}}_{i|j} \neq {\hat{\pi}}_{j|i}$, we finally define a symmetrical measure of significance by ${\hat{\pi}}_{ij} = \max\left( {\hat{\pi}}_{i|j},{\hat{\pi}}_{j|i} \right)$.

### Threshold of significance {#sec019}

Under the null model, the distribution of $y_{ij} = - \ln{\hat{\pi}}_{ij}$ is found to have an exponential tail \[[@pone.0155740.ref052]\], *ψ*~0~(*y*) ∼ *e*^−*ay*^, with here an exponent *a* ≃ 3.25 ([S15 Fig](#pone.0155740.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Given a threshold of significance *π*\*, we compute the fraction *σ*~s~ of significant pairs, with ${\hat{\pi}}_{ij} \leq \pi^{*}$, and estimate the fraction of false positive pairs as $\sigma_{\text{fp}} = \int_{- \ln\pi^{*}}^{\infty}\psi_{0}\left( y \right) \simeq \left( \pi^{*} \right)^{a}$. Following \[[@pone.0155740.ref093]\], we set a threshold of significance *π*\* by imposing a given false discovery rate FDR = *σ*~fp~/*σ*~s~, which we take to be 0.005. This leads us to a threshold *π*\* ≃ 4.10^−4^.

### Synteny segments {#sec020}

For a given genome, we call synteny segment a maximal set of consecutive genes that are all proximal between each other in a significant number of other genomes. More formally, a synteny segment is defined as a set of consecutive genes such that any two genes *i*, *j* in the segment verify ${\hat{\pi}}_{ij} < \pi^{*}$, and where none of the two genes *k*~1~, *k*~2~ at the external border of the segment verifies ${\hat{\pi}}_{ik_{r}} < \pi^{*}$ with all genes *i* in the segment---we skip genes that are not COG-annotated. The later criterion ensures that the segments are maximal, with no larger segment containing them. Note that this definition allows for overlapping segments; as a consequence, a given gene may belong to several segments, but also to no segment at all.

Analysis of structural properties of synteny segments {#sec021}
-----------------------------------------------------

### Inclusion of operons inside segments {#sec022}

To relate the synteny segments to operons, we count the fraction of operons shared between two or more segments, and compare the result with counts obtained from randomized operon maps (see the legend of [Fig 3](#pone.0155740.g003){ref-type="fig"} for details).

### Profiles of NAPs with respect to the segment and operon borders {#sec023}

To compute the average binding profile of each NAP (here H-NS and Fis taken separately) with respect to the synteny segments of *E. coli*, we first compute a binding profile *ρ*~*k*~(*x*) for each segment *k*. To this end, we define the two borders of every segment, $x_{1}^{(k)} < x_{2}^{(k)}$, as the positions of the TSS(s) and/or stop codon(s) located at the extremities of the segment. We then define the profiles with respect to these borders as $\rho_{k}\left( x \right) = \left( \delta\left( x_{1}^{(k)} + x \right) + \delta\left( x_{2}^{(k)} - x \right) \right)/2\mathcal{N}$, with *δ*(*x*) = 1 if position *x* is bound by the NAP and 0 otherwise and with $\mathcal{N}$ a normalization factor ensuring that ∑~*x*~ *ρ*~*k*~(*x*) = 1. Denoting *N*~seg~ the number of segments, an average profile is finally defined by *ρ*~seg~(*x*) = Σ*~k~* *ρk*(*x*)/*N*~seg~. For comparison, we compute for each NAP the average binding profile *ρ*~op~(*x*) of the NAP with respect to the 1649 operons that are not located at the border of a segment.

### Directionality of operons in a segment {#sec024}

To analyze the relative orientations of operons inside a segment, we consider segments made of 2 operons and make a statistics of the following three configurations: co-directional (on the leading or lagging strand), divergent or convergent. To compute a p-value and a z-score (number of standard deviations) for each configuration, we use a null model where the operon map is translated by an arbitrary number of operons, while the segment map is fixed (as in [Fig 3](#pone.0155740.g003){ref-type="fig"}). We then compute for all possible translations the resulting distributions for the numbers of co-directional, divergent and convergent orientations in the segments, and consider these distributions to be Gaussian. We analyze similarly segments made of 3 operons, in which case 4 configurations must be considered, which are represented in [Fig 5A](#pone.0155740.g005){ref-type="fig"}. To analyze more generally the relative orientation of genes in segments for genomes that are not annotated in operons, we consider, for a given set $\mathcal{S}$ of genes, the number $\text{Dir}\left( \mathcal{S} \right)$ of consecutive genes in $\mathcal{S}$ that are divergent, the number $\text{Conv}\left( \mathcal{S} \right)$ of consecutive genes in $\mathcal{S}$ that are convergent and the number $\text{Codir}\left( \mathcal{S} \right)$ of consecutive genes in $\mathcal{S}$ that are co-directional. For $\mathcal{S}$ consisting of an entire circular chromosome, the ratio Dir(chrom)/Conv(chrom) must be 1. To quantify the particular orientation of genes inside segments, we define a divergence index as DI = Dir(in)/Conv(in) − Dir(out)/Conv(out), where $\mathcal{S} = \text{in}$ (respectively, $\mathcal{S} = \text{out}$) is the set of genes inside (respectively, outside) a segment. This index is computed for every genome. We also compute for every genome a co-directionality index defined as the difference of the ratio of co-directional over divergent or convergent orientations: CoDI = Codir(in)/\[Conv(in) + Dir(in)\] − Codir(out)/\[Conv(out) + Dir(out)\].

### Transcriptional read-through analysis {#sec025}

To analyze transcription in non-coding, inter-operon regions of *E. coli*, we use RNA-seq data from \[[@pone.0155740.ref024]\], which we retrieved in the form of.sra files. RNA reads were mapped to the genome of *E. coli* K12 MG1655 using bowtie2. The number of reads per bp was then computed as the genomic coverage of the data (using genomeCoverageBed and the flags "-d -split"), with the final expression levels equal to the log-value of the mean number of reads found in the regions of interest. We considered datasets for which more than ∼ 90% of the reads were uniquely mapped. Our results are averaged over 7 different conditions corresponding to the following GEO Accession Number: GSM1104381 (sgrS- with vector), GSM1104384 (sgrS- with sgrS+ plasmid), GSM1104387 (WT in LB +*α*MG), GSM1104401 (WT in defined medium with glycerol +*α*MG), GSM1104402 (WT in defined medium with glycerol −*α*MG), GSM1104405 (sgrS- in defined medium with glycerol +*α*MG) and GSM1104408 (sgrS- in defined medium with glycerol −*α*MG). Analyzing inter-operonic transcription also requires identifying transcription start sites (TSS). We retrieved TSS datasets from the most recent update of RegulonDB (Morett dataset \[[@pone.0155740.ref046]\]) and from the recent dataset of Palsson's group \[[@pone.0155740.ref005]\]. We combined these two datasets into a single list of TSSs, and considered operons for which the first gene had an associated TSS in the immediate upstream inter-operonic region. For genes with several potential TSSs in the inter-operonic region, we considered the closest upstream start sites. To assess whether synteny segments display any specific inter-operon transcriptional activity between co-directional consecutive operons, we further limited biases from mis-annotations by considering only inter-operon regions of size larger than 100 bp, which corresponds in *E. coli* to 243 cases of co-directional consecutive operons (29 pairs are intra-segment pairs). Considering the 7 different RNA-seq conditions of *E. coli*, we thus analyzed 203 (29 × 7) situations inside a same segment and 1498 (214 × 7) situations outside segments.

To investigate the phenomenon of transcriptional read-through in *B. subtilis*, we analyzed the tendency of adjacent genes from different operons to belong to one of the transcriptional units identified by the BaSysBio consortium. These transcriptional units represent blocks of contiguous expression that often extend the known operons of *B. subtilis* \[[@pone.0155740.ref009]\].

Supporting Information {#sec026}
======================

###### Synteny segments in *E. coli*.
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###### Synteny segments in *B. subtilis*.
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###### Relation between gene co-expression and growth conditions.
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###### Supplementary figure.

**A.** As in [Fig 1A](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"} for *E. coli*, micro-array data reporting the expression levels of 4320 genes (rows) in 466 conditions (columns) with high expression in red and low expression in green. **B.** Applying a singular value decomposition to the micro-array data yields two principal components, *V*~1~ along the genes and *U*~1~ along the conditions. The co-expression matrix of [Fig 1B](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"} is shown here with, above the diagonal, the genes sorted by *V*~1~: this component classifies the genes according to their contribution to one of the two anti-correlated clusters visible in [Fig 1D](#pone.0155740.g001){ref-type="fig"}. **C.** Same expression data as in A, but with the conditions sorted by *U*~1~ and the genes sorted by *V*~1~, thus revealing the main pattern of variation. **D.** Distribution of the conditions along the principal component *U*~1~, with different colors for the different phases of growth at which the measurements of transcriptional activity were made, showing that *U*~1~ correlates with the growth rate. **E.** Fraction of genes controlled by *σ*^70^ (gray squares) and with a binding site for the NAP Fis (red triangles) as a function of *V*~1~, showing that genes that are transcribed in growing phases (negative values of *V*~1~) are more likely to be regulated by *σ*^70^ and bound by Fis.
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###### Supplementary figure.

**A.** Transcriptional co-expression between the 1231 genes of *E. coli* having *σ*^70^ as unique SF. Genes are reordered along the first component *V*~1~ from the SVD decomposition of the data as in [S1B Fig](#pone.0155740.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. **B.** In *E. coli*, fraction of pairs of genes belonging to different operons that share a TF, a SF or one of the two, showing that, except at very high level of co-expression (*C*~*ij*~ \> 0.85), the majority (∼ 75%) of correlated pairs of genes do not share a common TF or SF. **C.** Same analysis in *B. subtilis*.
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###### Supplementary figure.

Synteny as a proxy for high co-expression. Taken two genes within 10 kb along the chromosome of a reference genome, what is the probability that these genes have orthologs within the same distance in the chromosome of another bacterium? We obtain an answer from a statistics over \> 1000 bacterial genomes (left panel). This answer depends not only on the phylogenetic divergence between the query and reference genomes, but also very strongly on the level of co-expression of the two genes in the reference genome (plots): the more co-expressed are the two genes in *E. coli* (top) or in *B. subtilis* (bottom), the more likely they are to remain proximal in the chromosome of distant bacteria. The curves in the graph represent the fraction of pairs of genes within 10 kb in the reference genome (*E. coli* or *B. subtilis*) that are also within 10 kb in another genome as a function of the phylogenetic divergence between the two genomes (this divergence is measured by sequence divergence, see [Materials and methods](#sec012){ref-type="sec"}). Different colors correspond to pairs of genes with different levels of co-expression in the reference genome: proximity between highly co-expressed pairs, in red, is thus much more conserved than between weakly co-expressed pairs, in yellow. The plain lines are based on pairs of genes that do not belong to the same operon, and the dotted lines on pairs of operonic genes: this shows that the relation between co-expression and synteny extends beyond operons.
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###### Supplementary figure.

Genomic distribution of segments in *E. coli* (top) and in *B. subtilis* (bottom): the histograms of the location of the segments along the chromosome reveal a fairly uniform distribution (bin size of 65 kb). The vertical dashed lines indicate the origin (*oriC*) and terminus (*ter*) of replication. In *B. subtilis*, the depletion close to *ter* is mainly due to a poor gene annotation in this region.
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###### Supplementary figure.

Size distributions of synteny segments (solid circles) in three phylogenetically distant bacteria and of polycistronic operons in *E. coli* and in *B. subtilis* (crosses), showing a similar exponential decrease up to ∼ 10 kb.
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###### Supplementary figure.

Binding profile of tsEPODs \[[@pone.0155740.ref053]\] with respect to synteny segments and operons, showing, as in the case of H-NS ([Fig 2D](#pone.0155740.g002){ref-type="fig"}), a strikingly high density of tsEPODs at the external boundaries of segments together with a depletion inside segments (in red). In agreement with their role in transcription silencing \[[@pone.0155740.ref094]\], we also observe an enrichment around the promoter region, and over the first gene for operons not at the border (in black).
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###### Supplementary figure.

Co-expression analysis for two additional bacteria: **A.** *Mycoplasma pneumoniae* (classified as close to Gram-positive) and **B.** *Dickeya dadantii* (formerly *Erwinia chrysanthemi*, Gram-negative). These two bacterial strains have very different genome lengths (they contain respectively ca. 650 and 4500 protein coding genes) and lifestyles (*M. pneumoniae* is a human parasit living in the respiratory tract, *D. dadantii* is a plant pathogen); they are also phylogenetically distant from both *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* (analyzed in [Fig 4](#pone.0155740.g004){ref-type="fig"}). *M. pneumoniae* is known to have a tiny repertoire of TFs and a single major SF, while the regulatory network of *D. dadantii* is mostly unknown (as is the case for most bacteria). The graphs compare co-expression inside synteny segments (red triangles) to co-expression outside segments (gray squares). In both cases, only genes belonging to different operons are considered (operon map from \[[@pone.0155740.ref025]\] for *M. pneumoniae* and from the ProOpDB database \[[@pone.0155740.ref095]\] for *D. dadantii*). Co-expression levels are computed from rRNA normalized RNA-seq data obtained in 151 different conditions for *M. pneumoniae* \[[@pone.0155740.ref025]\] and from rRNA normalized micro-array data obtained in 32 different conditions for *D. dadantii* \[[@pone.0155740.ref096]\]. Although global levels of co-expression differ between strains (see \[[@pone.0155740.ref025]\] for a detailed analysis of co-expression properties in *M. pneumoniae*), a systematic enhancement of co-expression is observed inside synteny segments, which is nearly independent of the distance separating the genes.
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###### Supplementary figure.

**A.** The red triangles correspond to those of [Fig 4B](#pone.0155740.g004){ref-type="fig"} (*E. coli*), and the gray squares and cyan points show that restricting to co-directional or divergent pairs has little incidence. **B.** Similar to A, but considering the smallest segments (\< 4 kb) instead of the largest ones (\> 10 kb): the overall level of correlation is lower for shorter segments.
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###### Supplementary figure.

Average number of operons directly controlled by at least one TF (upper panels) or by at least one SF (lower panels) as a function of the number of operons in the segment. Results show that both in *E. coli* (left panels) and in *B. subtilis* (right panels) there is roughly a constant number (close to 1) of operons directly regulated by a TF. In contrast, most operons are directly regulated by a SF in *E. coli* (left lower panel). In *B. subtilis*, not all operons of the segment are regulated by a SF, but at least one. The dashed lines in the lower panels indicate the bisectors *y* = *x*.
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###### Supplementary figure.

Co-expression between *E. coli* genes in different operons that are not regulated by any TF and that do not share the same SF (gray squares). Pairs in synteny, independently of whether they are proximal in the chromosome of *E. coli*, are on average more co-expressed than those not in synteny (red triangles). The phenomenon appears to be specific since replacing the first gene in these pairs by its nearest neighbor not in synteny (while keeping the second gene) systematically decreases the mean level of co-expression at all distances.
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###### Supplementary figure.

Fraction of adjacent genes that belong to a same transcriptional unit (TU) in *B. subtilis* \[[@pone.0155740.ref009]\]. Two types of TUs are considered as proposed in \[[@pone.0155740.ref009]\]: "short TUs" (left panel), which are minimal TUs found in most conditions, and "long TUs" (right panel), which are maximal TUs found in at least one condition. The fraction is computed for genes inside synteny segments (red bars) and for genes outside synteny segments (gray bars). In each panel, the two bars on the left are based on all pairs of genes in different operons and those on the right on pairs of co-directional genes in different operons.
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###### Supplementary figure.

**A.** Extension of the results of [Fig 6C](#pone.0155740.g006){ref-type="fig"}, showing that conserved high co-expression is mostly due to a seg-regulation by housekeeping SFs (*σ*^70^ in *E. coli* and SigA in *B. subtilis*). **B.** Contribution of the seg-regulation by housekeeping SFs in each organism. **C.** Same as in B but considering only genes that belong to synteny segments, showing a strong relationship in both bacteria between gene co-expression and seg-regulation by a housekeeping SF. In B and C, the drop at high co-expression level for *B. subtilis* may either come from a too partial annotation of SF binding sites, or from the imperfect match between our synteny segments and the actual relevant co-expression unit of *B. subtilis*.
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###### Supplementary figure.

Distribution in *B. subtilis* of the co-expression *C*~*ij*~ between pairs of genes that are not directly regulated by a TF or a SF and that belong to different synteny segments. Gray distribution: pairs in segments with different sets of SFs. Red distribution: pairs in segments that have one single seg-SF, the housekeeping SigA. Cyan distribution: pairs in segments that have exactly the same seg-SFs, excluding SigA.
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###### Supplementary figure.

Co-expression for pairs of genes in synteny (red triangles) or not (gray squares) in *S. cerevisiae*. Synteny is defined from our dataset of bacterial genomes, which does not include any yeast genome. Co-expression is computed from micro-array data retrieved from the M^3D^ database \[[@pone.0155740.ref008]\]. Pairs of genes in synteny in bacteria are in average more co-expressed in *S. cerevisiae* than pairs that are not in synteny in bacteria.
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###### Supplementary figure.

Robustness of the calculation of evolutionary distances. We compare two evolutionary distances that were computed using two disjoint groups of 5 genes that reflect phylogenetic distances between bacterial strains ([Materials and methods](#sec012){ref-type="sec"}). One can observe a linear relationship (in red) for almost the full range of similarities, except at very low similarities. All genome pairs formed from the 1445 genomes of our dataset are reported. The dashed black line indicates the bisector *y* = *x*.
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###### Supplementary figure.

Probability density of $- \text{log}\left( \hat{\pi} \right)$ for the empirical data (red triangles) obtained for an effective number of genomes *M*′ = 500. For small enough values of $- \text{log}\left( \hat{\pi} \right)$, the density decays exponentially with $- \text{log}\left( \hat{\pi} \right)$ (black line). The deviation from an exponential at large values (gray area) indicates the conservation of co-localization. For the null model (gray points), for which we consider the same effective number of genomes but where gene positions are randomized, the exponential decay extends to larger values of $- \text{log}\left( \hat{\pi} \right)$. Here, we consider a false discovery rate FDR = 0.005, leading to a threshold *π*\* ≃ 4.10^−4^ (vertical blue line).
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